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Abstract. The convergence of HPC and cloud computing is push-
ing HPC service providers to enrich their service portfolio with work-
flows based on complex software stacks. Such transformation presents
an opportunity for the science community to improve its computing
practices with solutions developed in enterprise environments. Software
containers increase productivity by packaging applications into portable
units that are easy to deploy, but generally come at the expense of perfor-
mance and scalability. This work presents Sarus, a container engine for
HPC environments that offers security oriented to multi-tenant systems,
container filesystems tailored for parallel storage, compatibility with
Docker images, user-scoped image management, and integration with
workload managers. Docker containers of HPC applications deployed
with Sarus on up to 2888 GPU nodes show two significant results: OCI
hooks allow users and system administrators to transparently benefit
from plugins that enable system-specific hardware; and the same level of
performance and scalability than native execution is achieved.

1 Introduction

Building and deploying software on high-end computing systems is a challeng-
ing task. Recent service models developed for cloud environments are putting
additional pressure on the traditional support and maintenance methods of HPC
centers. Even regular upgrades of HPC software environments have become more
demanding in the presence of applications with shorter release cycles (e.g. Ten-
sorFlow [1], Spark [42]). Increasingly complex software stacks are required by
certain workflows like Jupyter notebooks, visualization and data analysis. Con-
sequently, finding a mechanism that helps lowering the support burden coming
from end users as well as from regular maintenance tasks, while still delivering a
rich palette of applications and services running at high performance, is becom-
ing a matter of greater importance for HPC service providers. The progressive
integration of cloud computing usage models into HPC should not be viewed as
a challenge, but rather as an opportunity to improve existing and future HPC
capabilities.
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One such example, which received significant development momentum from
cloud services, is represented by software containers, a virtualization technology
that can be employed to cope with the requirements of flexible yet increasingly
sophisticated application deployments. By packaging applications and their envi-
ronments into standard units of software, containers feature several benefits: they
are portable, easy to build and deploy, they have a small footprint, and also show
a low runtime overhead. The portability of containers is achieved through a run-
time program that performs the instantiation of images which are agnostic of
the host infrastructure [29].

Ensuring their performance and scalability matches native deployments as
close as possible is critical to the success of containers in an HPC context. This
has a direct impact on particular elements of a container image, such as support
for dedicated hardware, drivers and vendor-specific libraries which are usually
not part of the image itself due to their emphasis on portability.

Another key aspect to take into consideration is to leverage on existing devel-
opments. The technology provided by Docker established itself as the most pop-
ular container implementation. For this reason, a container software for HPC
providing the capability to deploy Docker-compatible containers at scale will
greatly benefit from a rich set of mature tools and practices.

Based on our experience operating containers in an HPC production envi-
ronment, we identify the following key features for the effective use of containers
in HPC:

(F1) Transparently achieve native performance and scalability from specialized
hardware at runtime.

(F2) Suitability for parallel filesystems.
(F3) Security measures fitting multi-tenant systems.
(F4) Compatibility with workload managers.
(F5) Easy integration of vendor support.
(F6) Compatibility with Docker’s image format and workflow.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we introduce related
work of container runtimes targeted at HPC environments. Section 3 introduces
Sarus, describing design and implementation details. In Sect. 4 we illustrate five
OCI hooks to satisfy multiple HPC use cases and show how Sarus supports
them. In Sect. 5 we proceed to test the capabilities of Sarus by comparing the
performance of containerized and native versions from a selection of real-world
HPC applications. These tests also demonstrate the use of OCI hooks to provide
access to high-performance MPI and GPU acceleration, making full use of the
hardware available on a supercomputing system.

2 Related Work

In the scientific computing community there has been a growing interest in run-
ning Docker containers on HPC infrastructure [8]. However, Docker was devel-
oped to answer the particular needs of web service applications, which feature
substantially different workloads from the ones typically found in HPC. For
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this reason, deploying Docker in a production HPC environment encounters sig-
nificant technical challenges, like missing integration with workload managers,
missing support for diskless nodes, no support for kernel-bypassing devices (e.g.
accelerators and NICs), no adequate parallel storage driver, and a security model
unfit for multi-tenant systems.

A number of container platforms have thus been created to fill this gap
and provide Linux containers according to the demands of HPC practitioners,
retaining a varying degree of compatibility with Docker.

Singularity [19] is a container platform designed around an image format
consisting of a single file. While it is able to convert Docker images through
an import mechanism, it is centered on its own non-standard format and can
also build its own images starting from a custom language. Support for specific
features, e.g. OpenMPI and NVIDIA GPUs, is integrated into the Singularity
codebase.

Charliecloud [33] is an extremely lightweight container solution focusing on
unprivileged containers. It is able to import Docker images, requires no con-
figuration effort from system administrator, and it is a user-space application,
achieving high levels of security. Charliecloud’s minimal feature set allows fine-
grained control over the customization of the container. On the other hand, it
requires a substantial level of proficiency from the user to set up containers for
non-trivial use cases.

Shifter [16] is a software developed to run containers based on Docker images
on HPC infrastructures. It is designed to integrate with the Docker workflow and
features an image gateway service to pull images from Docker registries. Shifter
has recently introduced the use of configurable software modules for improved
flexibility. However, the modules and the executables have to be developed and
configured specifically for Shifter.

3 Sarus

Sarus is a tool for HPC systems that instantiates feature-rich containers from
Docker images. It fully manages the container life-cycle by: pulling images from
registries, managing image storage, creating the container root filesystem, and
configuring hooks and namespaces. For instantiating the containers, Sarus lever-
ages on runc [30]: an OCI-compliant kernel-level tool that was originally devel-
oped by Docker [22].

In order to address the unique requirements of HPC installations, Sarus
extends the capabilities of runc to enable features such as native performance
from dedicated hardware, improved security on multi-tenant systems, support for
network parallel filesystems, diskless computing nodes, and compatibility with
workload managers. Keeping flexibility, extensibility, and community efforts in
high regard, Sarus relies on industry standards and open source software.

Similarly, Sarus depends on a widely-used set of libraries, tools, and tech-
nologies to reap several benefits: reduce maintenance effort and lower the entry
barrier for service providers wishing to install the software, and for developers
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Fig. 1. Sarus architecture diagram.

seeking to contribute code. Sarus builds upon the popularity of Docker, provid-
ing the capability of deploying Docker images, the internal structure of which is
based on OCI standards.

3.1 Sarus Architecture

The workflows supported by Sarus are implemented through the interaction
of several software components (Fig. 1). The CLI component processes the
command line arguments and calls other components to perform the actions
requested by the user. The Image Manager component is responsible for
importing container images onto the system, converting the images to Sarus’
own format, storing them on local system repositories, and querying the con-
tents of such repositories. The Runtime component instantiates and executes
containers by setting up a bundle according to the OCI Runtime Specification:
such bundle is made of a root filesystem directory for the container and a JSON
configuration file. After preparing the bundle, the Runtime component will call
an external OCI runtime (runc in this case), which will effectively spawn the
container process. Sarus can instruct the OCI runtime to use one or more OCI
hooks. These hooks are often used to customize the container by performing
actions at selected points during the container lifetime.

3.2 Container Creation

The Runtime component of Sarus is responsible for setting up and coordinating
the launch of container instances. When the user requests the execution of a con-
tainer process through the sarus run command, an OCI bundle is first created
in a dedicated directory. The bundle is formed by a rootfs directory, containing
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the root filesystem for the container, and a config.json file providing settings to
the OCI runtime.

Before actually generating the contents of the bundle, Sarus will create and
join a new Linux mount namespace, then mount an in-memory temporary filesys-
tem on the designated OCI bundle directory. This procedure prevents other
processes of the host system from having visibility on any artifact related to
the container instance [25,26] (F3) and ensures complete cleanup of container
resources upon termination.

In the next subsections, we will describe the generation of the bundle contents
in more detail.

Root Filesystem. The root filesystem for the container is assembled in a
dedicated directory inside the OCI bundle location through several steps:

a. The squashfs file corresponding to the image requested by the user is mounted
as a loop device on the configured rootfs mount point. The loop mount allows
access to the image filesystem as if it resided on a real block device (i.e.
a storage drive). This strategy prevents metadata thrashing and improves
caching behavior (F2), as all container instances access a single squashfs file
on the parallel filesystem. The effectiveness of this approach has already been
demonstrated by Shifter [16].

b. Sarus proceeds to create an overlay filesystem [5], using the loop-mounted
image as the read-only lower layer, while part of the OCI bundle in-memory
filesystem forms the writable upper layer. An overlay filesystem allows the
contents of containers to be transparently modifiable by the users, while pre-
serving the integrity of container images (F6). Additionally, the in-memory
filesystem improves the performance of the container writable layer and suits
diskless computing nodes (e.g. as those found in Cray XC systems), where
the host filesystem also resides in RAM.

c. Selected system configuration files (e.g. /etc/hosts, /etc/passwd,
/etc/group) required to setup file permissions in shared directories, or net-
working with other computing nodes, are copied from the host into the rootfs
of the container (F3).

d. Custom mounts are performed. These are bind mounts requested by the sys-
tem administrator or by the user to customize the container according to the
needs and resources of an HPC system site or a specific use case, such as
providing access to parallel filesystems.

e. The container’s rootfs is remounted [43] to remove potential suid bits from all
its files and directories (F3).

config.json. The JSON configuration file of the OCI bundle is generated by
combining data from the runtime execution context, command-line parameters,
and properties coming from the image. We hereby highlight the most important
details:
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– The uid/gid of the user from the host system are assigned to the container
process, regardless of the user settings in the original image. This is done to
keep a consistent experience with the host system, especially regarding file
ownership and access permissions (F3).

– The container environment variables are created by uniting the variables from
the host environment and the variables from the image. If a variable exists
in both the host and the image, the value from the image is taken. This
ensures a consistent behaviour as expected by image creators (e.g. in the case
of PATH). Selected variables are also adapted by Sarus to suit system-specific
extensions, like NVIDIA GPU support, native MPI support or container SSH
connections (F1, F4, F5, F6).

– Support for image-defined properties like default arguments, entrypoint, and
working directory is configured to show consistent behavior with a Docker
container (F6).

– The container process is configured to run with all Linux capabilities disabled1

and it is prevented from acquiring new privileges by any means2 (F3).
– Settings for OCI hooks are copied from the Sarus configuration file.

4 Extending Sarus with OCI Hooks

OCI hooks are an effective way of extending the functionality provided by a con-
tainer runtime. The standard interface defined by the OCI Runtime Specification
allows the extensions to be developed without understanding the details about
how the runtime instantiates a container. This way, vendors can independently
develop dedicated hooks to provide support for their products (F5). Likewise,
researchers and engineers at computing sites can create additional hooks for
enabling innovative capabilities or further integrate containers with their HPC
infrastructure. Even hooks developed by the open source community or meant
for other areas of IT can be seamlessly and readily adopted by an OCI-compliant
runtime.

The nature of hooks as autonomous extensions implies that each one of them
can be activated independently from each other. Sarus gives system adminis-
trators full flexibility to configure hooks, so installations can be tailored to the
characteristic of each individual system.

In the context of HPC, hooks have shown the potential to augment containers
based on open standards, including native support for dedicated hardware like
accelerators and interconnect technologies (see Sect. 5) (F1).

In the next subsections we highlight several OCI hooks use cases of particular
interest for HPC.

1 Linux divides the privileges traditionally associated with superuser into distinct
units, known as capabilities [24].

2 This is achieved by setting the no new privs process attribute to 1 [22].
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4.1 Native MPICH-Based MPI Support (H1)

The MPI [11] is a portable standard for developing distributed memory appli-
cations. HPC centers around the globe extensively deploy MPI implementa-
tions that can take advantage of the fast network infrastructure while providing
message-passing communications that are efficient and scalable.

In 2013 multiple vendors of MPI implementations based on the MPICH
library announced an effort to achieve ABI compatibility between their imple-
mentations [27]. In practice, applications that have been built with any library
complying with the MPICH ABI Compatibility Initiative can later run correctly
using other ABI initiative libraries without needing recompilation.

Sarus features a hook able to swap MPICH-based MPI implementations
inside a container with an ABI-compatible native implementation from the host.
The detection of host MPI libraries is performed through the ldconfig system
tool [23]. The advantage is that the native library has been optimized for the
infrastructure of the HPC system, which is able to leverage hardware accelera-
tion, therefore allowing the container to achieve native performance (F1). ABI
compatibility between host and container MPI libraries is fundamental to ensure
the replacement works seamlessly at runtime without requiring a recompilation
of the application.

4.2 NVIDIA GPU Support (H2)

The use of NVIDIA GPUs as computational accelerators for HPC has become
increasingly relevant in recent times. The November 2018 edition of the TOP500
list of supercomputer sites features 123 systems equipped with NVIDIA GPUs,
including the top 2 systems [39]. Additionally, several GPU-accelerated codes
were recognized as finalists or winners of the ACM Gordon Bell Prize over the
years [17,18,37,40].

NVIDIA provides access to GPU devices and their drivers inside OCI con-
tainers through the hook component of the NVIDIA Container Runtime [28].
The hook imports the native device files and driver stack into the container,
using ldconfig to find host shared libraries.

Sarus is able to integrate the use of the NVIDIA Container Runtime hook
by modifying the container environment in a way that is completely transparent
to both users and system administrators (F1, F5). These modifications ensure
that device allocations performed by the workload manager are respected, while
guaranteeing the correct operation of CUDA applications inside the container,
even in the case of partial or shuffled devices selection on multi-GPU systems
(F4). For example, when operating under a workload manager which sets the
CUDA VISIBLE DEVICES environment variable, no user action is required to cor-
rectly enable access to GPUs from inside the container.

This is also the first example of a vendor-supplied OCI hook that Sarus is
able to seamlessly integrate and apply to high-performance containers.
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4.3 SSH Connection Within Containers (H3)

The SSH protocol [41] is used to securely connect machines and services over
a network. Such capability is required by distributed applications like Apache
Spark [42].

Sarus provides a hook that gives containers the ability to establish SSH
connections between them, using a customized OpenSSH software [12], a set
of dedicated keys (avoiding reuse of the user’s native keys for security reasons),
and a non-standard port.

4.4 Slurm Scheduler Synchronization (H4)

The Slurm Workload Manager [35] is an open-source job scheduler adopted by
many high performance systems worldwide to allocate system resources in order
to carry out different computing jobs. In some cases, the allocated resources are
not all made available at the exact same time.

Sarus comes with a hook that implements a synchronization barrier before
the user application is started inside the container. This prevents actions (such
as attempting SSH connections) towards containers which are not yet available
from causing the whole Slurm job step to fail. The synchronization mechanism
is based on the environment set up by Slurm with regards to total number of
tasks and process identifiers.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section we discuss the performance aspects of Sarus by comparing data
for a variety of workloads, executed by corresponding native and containerized
applications. It should be noted that the creation of the container images repre-
sents a best reproducibility effort in terms of software releases, compiler versions,
compilation tool chains, compilation options and libraries, between native and
containerized versions of the applications. Despite this effort, the exact repro-
ducibility of the application binaries cannot be guaranteed. However, this high-
lights how the Docker workflow of packaging applications using mainstream
Linux distributions (e.g. Ubuntu) and basic system tools (e.g. package man-
agers) can seamlessly integrate with HPC environments, since container images
targeted at personal workstations can still be used to achieve consistently com-
parable performance with native installations.

For each data point, we present the average and standard deviation of 50
runs, to produce statistically relevant results, unless otherwise noted. For a given
application, all repetitions at each node count for both native and container
execution were performed on the same allocated set of nodes.

We conduct our tests on Piz Daint, a hybrid Cray XC50/XC40 system in
production at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS) in Lugano,
Switzerland. The compute nodes are connected by the Cray Aries interconnect
under a Dragonfly topology, providing users access to hybrid CPU-GPU nodes.
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Hybrid nodes are equipped with an Intel R© Xeon R© E5-2690v3 processor, 64 GB
of RAM, and a single NVIDIA R© Tesla R© P100 with 16 GB of memory. The
software environment on Piz Daint is the Cray Linux Environment 6.0.UP07
(CLE 6.0) [7] using Environment Modules [9] to provide access to compilers,
tools, and applications. The default versions for the NVIDIA CUDA and MPI
software stacks are, respectively, CUDA version 9.1, and Cray MPT version 7.7.2.

We install and configure Sarus on Piz Daint to use runc, the native MPI
(H1) and NVIDIA Container Runtime (H2) hooks introduced in Sect. 4, and to
mount container images from a Lustre parallel filesystem [31].

5.1 Scientific Applications

In this section, we test three popular scientific application frameworks, widely
used in both research and industry. The objective is to demonstrate the capa-
bility of Sarus and its HPC extensions (see Sect. 4) to run real-world production
workloads using containers, while performing on par with highly-tuned native
deployments. All container runs in the following subsections use both the MPI
and NVIDIA GPU hooks.

GROMACS. GROMACS [2] is a molecular dynamics package with an exten-
sive array of modeling, simulation and analysis capabilities. While primar-
ily developed for the simulation of biochemical molecules, its broad adoption
includes research fields such as non-biological chemistry, metadynamics and
mesoscale physics.

For the experiment we select the GROMACS Test Case B from PRACE’s
Unified European Applications Benchmark Suite [32]. The test case consists of a
model of cellulose and lignocellulosic biomass in an aqueous solution. This inho-
mogeneous system of 3.3 million atoms uses reaction-field electrostatics instead
of smooth particle-mesh Ewald (SPME) [10], and therefore should scale well.
The simulation was carried out using single precision, 1 MPI process per node
and 12 OpenMP threads per MPI process. We perform runs from a minimum of
4 nodes up to 256 nodes, increasing the node count in powers of two, carrying
out 40 repetitions for each data point.

As the native application we use GROMACS release 2018.3, built by CSCS
staff and available on Piz Daint through an environment module. For the con-
tainer application, we build GROMACS 2018.3 with GPU acceleration inside a
Ubuntu-based container.

The results are illustrated in Fig. 2. We measure performance in ns/day as
reported by the application logs. The speedup values are computed using the
performance average of each data point, taking the native value at 4 nodes as
baseline.

We observe the container application consistently matching the scalability
profile of native version. Absolute performance is identical up to 32 nodes. From
64 nodes upwards, the differences (up to 2.7% at 256 nodes) are consistent
with empirical experience about sharing the system with other users during
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Fig. 2. Comparison of performance and speedup between native and container versions
of GROMACS on Piz Daint.

the experiment. Standard deviation values remain comparable across all node
counts.

TensorFlow with Horovod. TensorFlow [1] is a popular open source software
framework for the development of machine-learning (ML) models, with a focus
on deep neural networks.

Horovod [36] is a framework to perform distributed training of deep neural
networks on top of another ML framework, like TensorFlow, Keras, or PyTorch.
Notably, it allows to replace TensorFlow’s own parameter server architecture for
distributed training with communications based on an MPI model, providing
improved usability and performance.

As test case, we select the tf cnn benchmark scripts from the Tensorflow
project [38] for benchmarking convolutional neural networks. We use a ResNet-
50 model [14] with a batch size of 64 and the synthetic image data which the
benchmark scripts are able to generate autonomously. We perform runs from a
minimum of 2 nodes up to 512, increasing the node count in powers of two.

For the native application, we install Horovod 0.15.1 on Piz Daint on top
of a CSCS-provided build of TensorFlow 1.7.0, which is available on Piz Daint
through an environment module. For the container application, we customize the
Dockerfile provided by Horovod for version 0.15.1, which is based on Ubuntu,
to use TensorFlow 1.7.0 and MPICH 3.1.4. Neither application uses NVIDIA’s
NCCL library for any MPI operation.

The results are shown in Fig. 3. We measure performance in images per sec-
ond as reported by the application logs and compute speedup values using the
performance averages for each data point, taking the native performance at 2
nodes as baseline.

The container application shows a performance trend identical to the native
one, with both versions maintaining close standard deviation values. Absolute
performance differences up to 8 nodes are less than 0.5%. From 16 nodes upwards
we observe differences up to 6.2% at 256 nodes, which are compatible with
empirical observations of running experiments on a non-dedicated system.
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Fig. 3. Performance and speedup comparison between native and container versions
of TensorFlow with Horovod.

Fig. 4. Weak (a) and strong (b) scalability comparison between native and container
versions of the COSMO code.

COSMO Atmospheric Model Code. The Consortium for Small Scale Mod-
eling (COSMO) [6] develops and maintains a non-hydrostatic, limited-area atmo-
spheric model which is used by several institutions for climate simulations [4,21]
and production-level numerical weather prediction (NWP) [3,20,34] on a daily
basis.

As test cases, we replicate the strong and weak scaling experiments performed
in [13]. These experiments use a refactored version 5.0 of the GPU-accelerated
COSMO code to simulate an idealized baroclinic wave [15]. The setup expands
the computational domain of COSMO to cover 98.4% of the Earth surface and
discretizes the vertical dimension using 60 stretched mode levels, going from the
surface up to 40 km. For the complete details of the experimental setup, please
refer to [13].

For the native application, we build the COSMO code and its dependencies
on the Cray Programming Environment 18.08 available on Piz Daint. For the
container application, in order to meet the specific requirements of the COSMO
code, we package the Cray Linux Environment 6.0UP07 and the Cray Developer
Toolkit 18.08 in a Docker image. This image is subsequently used as the base
environment in which the containerized COSMO stack is built.

Weak scaling. The experiments for weak scaling employ two domain sizes with
160 × 160 and 256 × 256 horizontal grid points per node, respectively. We
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perform runs from a minimum of 2 nodes up to 2336, carrying out 5 repeti-
tions at each node count. For each run, the mean wall-clock time of a simulation
step is calculated by taking the total duration of the time loop as reported by the
application log and dividing it for the number of time steps. Figure 4(a) displays
the average, minimum and maximum values of mean step duration for each data
point. The performance trend of native and container applications is identical
across all node counts and domain sizes. The absolute performance differences
range from 0.3% to 1% on the 256 × 256 per-node domain and from 1% to 1.6%
on the 160 × 160 per-node domain, which are within the observed variability for
running on a shared system.

Strong scaling. The experiments for strong scaling employ a fixed domain with
a 19 km horizontal grid spacing. We perform runs from a minimum of 32 nodes
up to 2888, carrying out 5 repetitions at each node count. We measure perfor-
mance in simulated years per day (SYPD), calculated from the simulation time
step and the wall-clock duration of the time loop as reported by the application
log. Figure 4 (b) displays the average, minimum and maximum values of SYPD
for each data point. Again, native and container performances follow very similar
trends throughout all deployment scales and show very small variations. Differ-
ences range from 0.8% to 2.1%. In the same fashion of the other experiments,
such differences are consistent with previous experience about not having the
system dedicated to these experiments.

6 Conclusions

Sarus is a container engine for HPC enabling the deployment of Docker con-
tainers which achieve native performance and scalability on supercomputing
platforms.

Being designed around the specifications of the OCI, Sarus uses external
hooks with a standard interface in order to extend its capabilities and support
unique features of HPC environments, like system-tuned libraries and vendor-
optimized drivers for dedicated hardware (e.g. accelerators and high-performance
interconnects). Sarus integrates an OCI-compliant runtime, such as runc, to
leverage low-level kernel features while reducing development efforts and archi-
tectural complexity. Sarus complements the advantages of the OCI specifications
by tailoring containers for multi-tenant cluster systems, with regard to security,
access permissions, and superior I/O performance for container images mounted
on network parallel filesystems. The capability of importing Docker images and
a Docker-compatible CLI increase the convenience of packaging software on per-
sonal computing devices, and then using Sarus to deploy containers at scale on
HPC systems.

We showed that containerized applications deployed with Sarus on the Piz
Daint supercomputing system can perform on par with native implementations
by testing three real-world applications with complex dependency stacks: the
GROMACS package for molecular dynamics, the combination of TensorFlow and
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Horovod frameworks for Machine Learning, and the COSMO atmospheric model
simulation code. The presented results show no performance degradation when
comparing the natively compiled versions with their containerized counterparts,
even when deploying containers on 2888 GPU nodes.
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